Additions, Changes, Corrections, and Deletions, for the net spreadsheet file,
located at https://www.theweatherwonder.com/elk.htm – the effective date
and time is at the top of the spreadsheet file.
This file was last updated on Oct. 3, 2020, at 3pm CDT. To convert to UTC
Times, see the appropriate PDF file.
Thanks to a template from VA3GDZ, and help from KC5GGE, I’ve made a
spreadsheet for the net list. Microsoft Excel, LibreOffice, or the equivalent
(available for desktops, laptops, and smartphone apps), is required to view it.
Brief usage instructions are at the top right of the file.
The PDF files are no longer done by me, as it was too much work for the full
and compact versions. However, note that other hams are doing PDF files.
Note that I take responsibility ONLY for the nets listed in this spreadsheet.
With the spreadsheet, VERIFIED Nets are in GREEN...it is NOT because
“that net is better”...it’s only that it has been VERIFIED. Note that I do NOT
have time to personally verify each net; if you can verify and net and let me
know of such, I’ll be glad to change its status. Nets that are in BLACK (that
have not been verified), may still be ACTIVE, but I have other nets that I run
during the week, and WON’T forsake these personally verify another net.
If the net days are in RED, see the Comments window for that net.
This is now the main listing, as it’s smaller, easier to work with; and will soon
be placed on Google Sheets. Please email any additions, changes, corrections,
or deletions to me, at either wx4qz@arrl.net , wx4qz@winlink.org , or
wx1der@gmail.com – I will update things as soon as possible. The only thing I
ask is credit be given to me for the net list, and to those doing the spreadsheet
templates (noted above).
Daryl Stout, WX4QZ
Additions:
Created separate spreadsheet files for the US Time Zones (Eastern, Central,
Mountain, and Pacific). Note that the UTC Times are 1 hour LATER from
the 1st Sunday in November to the 2nd Sunday in March. If you are outside the

continental 48 United States, please refer to the UTC Time for your area.
UTC Time is based on the Greenwich Meridian (zero degrees longitude) at
Greenwich, England.
For stations in Arizona, use the spreadsheet for US Pacific Time from the 2nd
Sunday in November to the 1st Sunday in March...otherwise, use the
spreadsheet for US Mountain Time.
Several nets have been added to the list, and in comparison with other net
lists sent to me, all of the nets have been verified. As noted above, if you know
of any net listings that are wrong in day or time, the net has shut down, or you
have a net to be added to the list, please let me know.
Changes/Corrections:
“Credit Where Credit Is Due” moved to a separate file, located at the URL at
the top of the page.
Work on the audio file for this listing for the Visually Impaired, has been
suspended, because of so many net changes, and a lack of time to revise the
data. Sorry for any inconvenience; your understanding is appreciated.
Deletions:
None.

